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Abstract
The power grid is a complex network interconnecting energy sources with loads. The power flow
and state estimation problems model the power flows and voltages throughout the grid. They are
currently solved using computer simulations computed with serial processing methods, on
traditional CPUs. To reduce the simulation timelines, and provide a faster, “real-time” solution, the
practicality of using the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) will be investigated.

High Performance Computing (HPC) technology is becoming more mature as it is being interweaved
in many high-computational tasks related to the STEM industry. Currently, the knowledge barrier to
entry is relatively low and therefore the concepts of HPC can be applied to power simulation
software used in MATPOWER and MATLAB™ with minimal knowledge of GPU primitives coding in
OpenGL and DirectX.

MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox has many built-in functions that will compute their operations
directly on the GPU. This thesis will take this simplified approach to HPC and leverage this toolbox
to determine if the power flow problem can be sped up by paralleizing MATPOWER’s algorithm,
which is already optimized to run on the CPU. If speed up is achieved this technology can be used
with MATPOWER’s already robust libraries and functions to help researchers in the areas Optimal
Power Flow (OPF), State Estimation, and Economic Dispatch to name a few.

The conclusion to this thesis will demonstrate that yes, a simplified approach to power flow can be
executed using MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox, but there are bottlenecks created by the
limitations of MATLAB, which if addressed through future research, could unlock the full potential
behind the GPU.
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this thesis are those of the author and do not reflect the official policy of the
United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Power Grid Operations
In “Transforming Power Grid Operations via High Performance Computing,” a journal article published
in the IEEE Power and Energy Society 2008 General Meeting: Conversion and Delivery of Electrical
Energy in the 21st Centery [1]. The authors propose utilizing High Performance Computing (HPC)
techniques in grid operations software. The authors state that the lack of computational efficiency of
the single-core CPU had a direct impact on past power grid blackout events.

There are two key areas for HPC in power systems, first to improve on today’s static modeling based
grid operations functions, specifically improving the two major functions, state estimation and
contingency analysis. And secondly, because of improved state estimation processes, this will likely
improve on the grid operation decision-making process, allowing for real-time decision-making.

The article claims that by utilizing HPC techniques, the high computational portions of the static model
(i.e. the “Off-Line Analysis” portion, see Fig. 1) can be sped up from taking minutes to complete a
measurement cycle to seconds. This would allow for better real-time analysis and grid operation
decisions.
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Figure 1 - Grid computational paradigm [1]
With the development of CUDA™, the GPU provides floating point support most notably with
problems involving matrices and vectors [2]. This allows for all the mathematical theory portions in
the “Math Theory” section of Fig.1 to be computed directly on the GPU. By moving everything to the
GPU, we can leverage the computational power of the GPU’s many cores to reduce the operations
chain from minutes to seconds.

MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox was released to the community in their R2010b edition [3].
Since then, capability in terms of built-in function support has only increased with each iteration.
Today, GPU support in their R2017b edition has introduced the possibility of tackling some of the high
computational portions of power flow.

Profiling the program execution of “runpf.m” in MATLAB, executing (“case13659.m”), which contains
13,659 buses and 20,467 branches (see Section 4.1, MATPOWER Cases), clearly demonstrated where
the computational bottlenecks are in MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm.
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In the figure below, you can see that the backslash operator (“\”) in executing the Newton Raphson
algorithm takes up much of the execution time, approximately 78%.

Figure 2 - Execution Profile of "newtonpf.m"
Modifying an example that comes with the parallel computing toolbox [3], to show only double
precision results, a preliminary proof-of-concept was tested to see how well the GPU can execute
the backslash operator in MATLAB (see Appendix A – Benchmarking A\b on the GPU). In the figures
below, you can see that speedup was achieved by offloading the linear equation portion (“\”), to the
GPU to compute.
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Figure 3 - Computational Throughput A\b
In figure 3, it can be seen the GPU’s throughput increases as the system size increases.
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Figure 4 - Speedup of Computation on GPU vs CPU for A\b
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In figure 4 below, it is shown that speedup maximizes around a matrix size of 5,000 elements with
speedup of 2.6x. In this thesis, the motivation is to leverage the GPU to realize this speedup in
MATPOWER’s AC power flow algorithm.

1.2 Statement of Problem and Research Questions
The journal article, “Transforming Power Grid Operations via High Performance Computing”, does not
specify the HPC method used in their determination. However, the authors conclude that HPC
technology has been shown to improve state estimation and contingency analysis using “appropriate”
HPC platforms [1]. This uncertainty to which methods and platforms the authors were referring to
provides the primary problem statement for this thesis:

Can HPC Technology be utilized with MATPOWER to model real-world networks?

If MATPOWER’s pre-existing functions can be parallelized, this than leads to an immediate follow-up
research question:

Can speedup be achieved using a simplified approach in MATLAB?

The simplified approach in question will be discussed in detail in Section 2, but essentially speedup
will be compared to MATPOWER’s execution timelines when the functions are run soley on the CPU.
Due to the uncertainty of this research question, a detailed approach to reviewing the algorithm must
be achieved. There cannot be a simple yes or no answer to this question, thus providing another
series of research questions:
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Where are the bottlenecks in the system?
How is the GPU being utilized?

The bottlenecks in question refer to memory latency. Is it faster to just leave the data on the host
and run the functions on the CPU, or are there advantages to paying the latency overhead of moving
all the data from the host to the device and executing the function on the GPU? “Host” is the local
consumer computer and “device” is the graphics card [2].

The last question referring to GPU

utilization will help determine if it is efficient to complete these tasks on the GPU.

It is important to restate that the intention of this thesis is to not just investigate whether HPC can
be applied to power flow analysis, but to determine if there is a simple way to apply HPC to power
flow analysis. If speedup can be achieved using MATLAB’s built-in functions, this would reduce the
barrier of entry to HPC applications in power systems dramatically, allowing for faster research
capabilities.

1.3 Technical Approach
From the research questions listed above, the technical approach is determined. This thesis ultimately
proposes a new method of running MATPOWER’s pre-built functions in MATLAB leveraging HPC
techniques.

Section 2 provides a literature review for background information and insights on the design decisions
used when developing the HPC techniques. The literature review will focus on the following areas.
First, HPC will be examined. This includes the definition, capabilities, and the positive and negative
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impacts of using HPC. This will help clarify why HPC techniques are useful in power flow analysis.
Second, the impact of HPC techniques in power flow analysis will be investigated. This will discuss the
various methods and approaches that previous reserchers have taken to address HPC in power flow
analysis. This will provide an understanding of how HPC techniques can be used in power flow and
whether a simplified approach is practical or necessary.

In Section 3, the proposed HPC algorithm will be described in detail. This includes the entire process
using MATPOWER’s built-in functions and describing how HPC techniques were implemented in their
functions. Each portion of the MATPOWER algorithm will be broken down and the methods
described. The goal here is for anyone with the MATPOWER package to be able to implement the
code utilized in this thesis to generate the same results.

In Section 4, the data sets used in the simulations are described. This includes pre-packaged cases
that will range from five bus networks, up to 13k+ bus networks. This will allow for the direct
comparison to MATPOWER’s simulation execution time on the CPU to the implemented HPC timeline
on GPU. The data sets in MATPOWER will also allow for further research in optimal power flow and
state estimation.

In Section 5, the simulation of the HPC techniques applied to MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm will
be applied. The resulting output seen by the user in MATLAB’s command window will look no
different than if the user ran the code on the CPU. The intent is for the HPC algorithm to be toggled
on or off via MATPOWER options.
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In Section 6, additional HPC models will be simulated to determine if speedup can be achieved by
further manipulating the functions making them more parallel in nature, using element-wise
functions. Section 5 simulations are strictly completed in MATLAB and compared to MATPOWER’s
execution times. Section 6 will determine if parallelizing the functions enables speedup on the GPU.

Finally, Section 7 provides a summary and areas for future research. As stated, the purpose of this
thesis is to determine if MATLAB’s built-in fuctions in the parallel computing toolbox can be utilized
in power flow analysis. Only the power flow algorithm will be discussed. If speedup can be achieved
in power flow, that future research can investigate whether HPC techniques can be applied to Optimal
Power Flow, State Estimation, Economic Dispatch, and Contingency Analysis.
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2

Literature Review

2.1 Overview
High Performance Computing (HPC) is a relatively new term as the technology of graphics cards has
improved to the point where “HPC” can be executed at the consumer grade level. The capability of
GPUs to “crunch” the numbers in parallel execution paths has almost created this buzz word HPC as
it is being introduced in numerous fields of study within STEM fields.

First, HPC will be defined. Specific HPC technologies will be outlined, following by general positive
and negative effects with HPC deployment. Next, the impact of HPC in power flow analysis will be
discussed. This includes describing how power flow analysis is executed in MATPOWER on the CPU
and comparing this technique to how other reseachers propose implementing HPC in power flow
analysis. After these aspects of HPC are outlined, the “simplified approach” to HPC in power flow
analysis will be discussed. Finally, the practicality of using the simplified approach vs investing into
the current methods of HPC will be reviewed.

2.2 High Performance Computing (HPC)
First, it is necessary to define what the term computing power means in terms of this thesis.
Sometimes computing power is used to mean processor speed, but in this thesis, computing power is
referring to the processor’s ability to compute, or execute floating point operations in a second
(FLOPS) [4]. HPC is as the term has evolved over the years. HPC most generally refers to the practice
of combining the computing power in a way that delivers much higher performance than one could
get out of a typical desktop computer or workstation to solve large problems in science, engineering,
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or business. The term HPC initially referred to what was known as “supercomputers”, where large
racks of computers were bundled together, allowing the CPUs of each computer to work in parallel to
aggregate the computing power of the system. The early fastest supercomputers in the world
contained 1024 processors and posted computing power in the range of 60 gigaflop/s (GFLOPS) [5].
As technology improved, so did computing power (see Fig. 5). This capability required an enormous
amount of space, power, and a vast knowledge in programming languages, which limited its access to
developing parts of the world (see Fig. 6).

The United States has had the bulk portion of

supercomputers in the world since the early 1990s.

Figure 5 - Computer Power of top 500 Supercomputers in the World [6]
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Figure 6 - Number of Supercomputers Owned by Country [6]
HPC has since evolved to include computer systems that are “accelerated” by GPUs allowing for the
performances in the pentaflop/s range.

The bulk of the accelerators today come from Nvidia GPUs [6]. This technology shift to GPU
acceleration and as well as, Nvidia’s commitment to developing a simplified coding language, is what
has enabled the simplified approach to power flow analysis that will be discussed in the later sections.

2.2.1

Anatomy of a High-Performance Computer

To understand what HPC is, it is helpful to first understand what high performsance computers are.
High performance computers have all the same elements that you will find in traditional computers;
processors, memory, registers, operating instructions - just more of them. High performance
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computers are made up of clusters of smaller computers that have their own processors, memory,
etc. These clusters are grouped into nodes. A common cluster size can range from 16 to 256 nodes.
Finally, the clusters communicate between each other through software and the resulting system is a
high-performance computer made up of thousands of processor cores with a large pool of memory,
that can execute multiple tasks in parallel, based on the instructions given from the software [7](see
fig. 7).

Figure 7 - Example Makeup of a High-Performance Computer [8]
The high-performance computers discussed above require vast sums of money and specialized
expertise. They cannot be utilized by the everyday consumer and therefore, further description must
be given to the high-performance computer(s) that were used in this thesis.
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2.2.1.1

General Purpose GPU

General purpose computing is the use of a GPU or graphics card in tandem with a CPU, to perform
computation in applications that were traditionally handled by the CPU. Simply, the CPU is the brains
and the GPU the brawn. The introduction of leveraging the parallel processing power of the manycore GPUs became practical in 2001, when programmable shaders and floating point on GPUs were
supported. The authors of the article, “A Survey of CPU-GPU Heterogeneous Computing Techniques”
discussed how computing performance can be improved through the CPU-GPU collaboration, and
further claimed that a CPU-GPU chip design would further improve performance [9].

Figure 8 - CPU-GPU Collaboration
Unfortunately, the knowledge barrier to entry to this technology was extremely high. The user would
have to be knowledgeable in both traditional machine languages and graphics primitives. As the
technology matured, major graphics card companies like Nvidia and ATI™ developed consumer-grade
graphics cards with this functionality built-in to the GPUs. Nvidia also developed an easy-to-use
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programming language known as CUDA™. This HPC environment of using Nvidia Geoforce graphics
cards with CUDA programming methods will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.1.2

Nvidia CUDA – Consumer grade HPC

Nvidia, one of the leaders in GPU production, developed CUDA, a parallel computing platform and
programming model for general computing on GPUs [2]. CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device
Architecture and has been developed to work in conjunction with many programming languages (see
Fig. 9).

Figure 9 - CUDA Language Solutions [2]
CUDA is an extension of the above programming languages (Fig. 9) and allows the programmer to
take advantage of the parallel computing power of an Nvidia GPU to do general purpose computing.
CUDA is open source and only requires a CUDA-enabled GPU. The CUDA software platform also
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works across multiple GPU families (see Fig. 10). This allows the programmer to develop on any
platform without having to worry about the final application environment.

Figure 10 - CUDA Development Environment [2]
Another benefit of learning and utilizing CUDA is that it is widely adopted in industry. The numerous
applications for HPC using CUDA will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2

HPC Deployment in STEM Industries

The roots for HPC development were planted in academia. The HPC community is primarily focused
on solving the world’s most complex phenomena. For instance, the author in the article,
“Computational Biology and High-Performance Computing”, discussed the possibility to advance
genomic research, where “computing systems are now so powerful that it is possible for researchers
to model the folding of proteins or simulate the entire human body”. The computation time to
model 100 microseconds of protein folding is reduced to three years on a petaflop/s system vs it
being virtually impossible, taking CPU a million centuries [10].
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Researchers at the University of Wisconsin – Madison are using high performance computers in
weather forcast modeling, reducing computation time dramatically [11].

Finally, Nvidia publishes a “GPU-Accelerated Application” catalog, describing how HPC applications
are deployed using their CUDA programming environment. They advertise speedup in applications
ranging from computational finance and deep learning and machine learning, to electronic design
automation and bioinformatics [12].

The common thread to the applications described above is that each task requires a tremendous
amount of computation. The computationally-intensive tasks do not necesarrily require complex
instructions from the processors, but instead require the processing of large amount of data
presented in matrix or vector form. In the next section, the advantages to utilizing a HPC
programming environment, as well as the limitations will be discussed. It is important to note that
the HPC IDE highlighted in this thesis is referring to the hardware/software setup described in the
table of contents. The focus of this thesis is to look at the high-preformance computer like the PC,
where consumer-grade components are given instructions from an off-the-shelf OS that anybody
could easily aquire from any vendor.

2.2.2.1

Advantages

It appears industry has caught on the GPU band-wagon and is actively researching new way to
implement HPC technologies into their processes. To understand why this trend is occurring one
must examine the advantages of using GPU accelerated IDEs. In the following sections the
economics, programmable flexibility, and scalability will be discussed.
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2.2.2.1.1 Economics
First, from an economics point of view, the GPU “[is] probably today’s most powerful computational
hardware for the dollar” [13], as described in a journal article where the authors claim that the GPU
is both powerful and inexpensive. The authors outlined the price per computation power of Nvidia’s
flagship GPUs (at the time of publication, 2007), Nvidia GeForce 7900 GTX at $2.29/GFLOP.
Compared with Intel, dual-core CPU at roughly $15/GFLOP [13]. Furthermore, the article claims that
GPU hardware will only get faster quickly. Using today’s flagship GPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti,
the price per performance is at $0.06 vs the Intel i7 CPU @ $0.90 (see Fig. 11).

Figure 11 - Throughput results of GPU vs CPU when calculating matrix multiplication
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The entire GPU Benchmark report can be found in Appendix B – GPU Performance Details: GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti. Single floating-point precision throughput is much greater than double floating-point
precision, which can be seen in Appedix C.

2.2.2.1.2 Flexibility, Scalability
Modern GPUs architectures have become flexible as well as powerful. Early GPUs were limited by
their channel throughput, and low-level programming languages. Modern GPUs now include fully
programmable processing cores that support vectorized floating-point operations on values in single
precision and double precision. Nvidia GPUs (using CUDA IDE) makes the raw computational power
accessible and relatively easy to program by allowing the user to write their programs in a high-level
language that they are comfortable with (C, Python, etc), which is then run by the thousands of
threads on the GPU, but specified by the programmer. The threads run in parallel with other
threads in their block and can intercommunicate via shared memory. This minimal set of
programming extensions to most high-level programming languages allows the flexibility and
scalability of modern GPUs [14].

2.2.2.2

Liimitations and Difficulties

There are tradeoffs to everything is this world and the GPU is no exception. The limitations start
with the highly specialized nature of the processor cores. The arithmetic power of the GPU has
been fine-tuned and optimized to extract maximum performance on highly parallel tasks of
processing computer graphics [13]. Although the flexibility of the GPU is being improved with each
technological iteration, a GPU cores are great at performing simple tasks in parallel, whereas the
CPU can perform many different tasks sequentially.
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GPU programming also requires the user to be familiar with parallel processes. To extract maximum
performance, the programmer must manually scan each line of code and identify which functions
can be optimized on the GPU vs the CPU [13]. In the case of this thesis, the MATPOWER code has
been optimized through many updated versions to run on the CPU, whereas the parallel-computing
toolbox in MATLAB is still early in its development. Not all the functionality of CUDA programming
has been natively developed for MATLAB [15]. Because of this, the programmer must require
knowledge in CUDA, MATLAB, and C.

In the next sections, the power flow algorithm of MATPOWER as it was implemented on the will be
reviewed and discussed.

2.3 Power Flow on the CPU in MATPOWER
As described in the MATPOWER 6.0 User’s Manual, MATPOWER is package of MATLAB for solving
power flow and optimal power flow problems [16]. MATPOWER was developed at Cornell
University with the purpose of simulating power flows to be used as a research and education tool.

2.3.1

Overview

In this section, the power flow algorithm implemented in MATPOWER will be discussed. Each
function within the algorithm will be reviewed in order of use. This will essentially run through the
fundamental steps associated with solving power flow through Newton Raphson (NR) method.

It is important to note that even though MATPOWER offers many iterative solvers besides NR
method, only the NR method was tested in this thesis. The purpose behind this decision is based on
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the results in the paper, “Performance Comparisons of Parallel Power Flow Solvers on GPU System”.
Where the authors concluded that the Newton-Raphson solver had the best speedup, Gauss-Seidel
the worst, and P-Q decoupled solver in the middle [17]. Based on their research, one could expect
that the best case for implementing a simplified approach in MATLAB would occur using the
Newton-Raphson method.

The most important pieces of interest in MATPOWER’s algorithm will be contained in the
admittance matrix function, the function that builds the vector of complex bus power injections, and
the Newton-Raphson solver.

2.3.2

Loadcase

This function returns the individual data matrices or a struct that contains them as fields as seen
below [16].

[BASEMVA, BUS, GEN, BRANCH, AREAS, GENCOST] = LOADCASE(CASEFILE)
[BASEMVA, BUS, GEN, BRANCH, GENCOST] = LOADCASE(CASEFILE)
[BASEMVA, BUS, GEN, BRANCH] = LOADCASE(CASEFILE)
MPC = LOADCASE(CASEFILE)

In this thesis, the output selected was struct format, “MPC” where BASEMVA, BUS, GEN, and
BRANCH data were taken.

%% convert to internal indexing
mpc = ext2int(mpc);
[baseMVA, bus, gen, branch] = deal(mpc.baseMVA, mpc.bus, mpc.gen,
mpc.branch);

The “deal” function simply matches up the input and output.
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[A,B,C,...] = deal(X,Y,Z,...) is the same as A = X, B = Y, C = Z.

2.3.3

Network Equations

For a network of N-buses, all constant impedance elements of the model built into a complex
𝑛𝑏 𝑥 𝑛𝑏 bus admittance matrix Ybus. The shunt elements 𝑌𝑠ℎ , are modeled as a fixed impedance to
ground at a bus. As described in the MATLAB Manual, the admittance of the shunt element at a bus,
𝑖, as well as the corresponding system admittance matrices can be formed as:

𝑖
𝑖
𝑌𝑠ℎ = 𝐺𝑠ℎ
+ 𝑗𝐵𝑠ℎ
𝑌𝑓 = [𝑌𝑓𝑓 ]𝐶𝑓 + [𝑌𝑓𝑡 ]𝐶𝑡
𝑌𝑡 = [𝑌𝑡𝑓 ]𝐶𝑓 + [𝑌𝑡𝑡 ]𝐶𝑡
𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠 = 𝐶𝑓𝑇 𝑌𝑓 + 𝐶𝑡𝑇 𝑌𝑡 + [𝑌𝑠ℎ ]

The “makeYbus.m” function builds the bus admittance matrix and branch admittance matrices. It
returns the full bus admittance matrix for all buses and the connecting matrices, “𝑌𝐹 ” and “𝑌𝑇 ”
which, when multiplied by a complex voltage vector, yields the vector currents injected into each
line [16].

[YBUS, YF, YT] = MAKEYBUS(BASEMVA, BUS, BRANCH)

It is important to note that the return YBUS, YF, and YT are sparse matrices. This will have a major
impact on how the GPU processes this data.

Yf = sparse(i, [f; t], [Yff; Yft], nl, nb);
Yt = sparse(i, [f; t], [Ytf; Ytt], nl, nb);
Ybus = Cf' * Yf + Ct' * Yt + ...
sparse(1:nb, 1:nb, Ysh, nb, nb);

%% branch admittances
%% shunt admittance
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2.3.4

Get Load Parameters

Load modeleling is challenging in nature. For large system models, an aggregate load can consist of
many thousands of individual devices. Also, the load on a system is dynamic. For example, higher
percentage of the load may consist of motors during a hot summer day, but lighting loads at night
[18]. An assumption is made in MATPOWER to use the static load model, where the ZIP loads are
represented by a second-order polynomial in bus voltage magnitudes. The induction motor model is
not included in this thesis.

Constant power loads are modeled as real and reactive power consumed at a bus. For bus 𝑖, the
load, 𝑆𝑑 is:

𝑆𝑑𝑖 = 𝑃𝑑𝑖 + 𝑗𝑄𝑑𝑖

The load parameters are required to build the complex bus power injection matrix, Sbus. The
function, “makeSdzip.m”, builds vectors of nominal complex bus power demands for ZIP loads,
constant impedance (“Z”), constant current (“I”), constant power (“P”) [19] .

Sd.z = (bus(:, PD) * pw(3)
Sd.i = (bus(:, PD) * pw(2)
Sd.p = (bus(:, PD) * pw(1)

+ 1j * bus(:, QD) * qw(3)) / baseMVA;
+ 1j * bus(:, QD) * qw(2)) / baseMVA;
+ 1j * bus(:, QD) * qw(1)) / baseMVA;

Sbusd = Sd.p + Sd.i .* Vm + Sd.z .* Vm.^2;

2.3.5

makeSbus

Once the static loads are calculated, the vector of complex bus power injections can be made.
makeSbus function returns this vector, generation minus load.
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SBUS = MAKESBUS(BASEMVA, BUS, GEN)
Sbus = Sbusg - Sbusd;

2.3.6

Jacobian Matrix

The jacobian is the matrix of partial derivatives where:

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝜗
𝐽=
𝜕𝑄
[ 𝜕𝜗

𝜕𝑃
𝜕|𝑉 |
𝜕𝑄
𝜕|𝑉 |]

In the paper, “AC Power Flows, Generalized OPF Costs and their Derivatives using Complex Matrix
Notation” eliminates the need to run symbolic math functions or run linear solvers (Ax=b) directly.
In this paper, the author outlines a way to compute partial derivatives of complex power injection
“S”, with respect to voltage magnitude and voltage angle (for all buses) [20].

𝑆 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝐼𝑏𝑢𝑠 ∗ ) ∗ 𝑉

S = diag(V) * conj(Ibus) = diag(conj(Ibus)) * V
Partials of V & Ibus w.r.t. voltage magnitudes
dV/dVm = diag(V./abs(V))
dI/dVm = Ybus * dV/dVm = Ybus * diag(V./abs(V))
Partials of V & Ibus w.r.t. voltage angles
dV/dVa = j * diag(V)
dI/dVa = Ybus * dV/dVa = Ybus * j * diag(V)
Partials of S w.r.t. voltage magnitudes
dS/dVm = diag(V) * conj(dI/dVm) + diag(conj(Ibus)) * dV/dVm
= diag(V) * conj(Ybus * diag(V./abs(V)))
+ conj(diag(Ibus))*diag(V./abs(V))
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Partials of S w.r.t. voltage angles
dS/dVa = diag(V) * conj(dI/dVa) + diag(conj(Ibus)) * dV/dVa
= diag(V) * conj(Ybus * j * diag(V))
+ conj(diag(Ibus)) * j * diag(V)
= -j * diag(V) * conj(Ybus * diag(V))
+ conj(diag(Ibus)) * j * diag(V)
= j * diag(V) * conj(diag(Ibus) - Ybus * diag(V))
dSbus_dVm = diagV * conj(Ybus * diagVnorm) + conj(diagIbus) * diagVnorm;
dSbus_dVa = 1j * diagV * conj(diagIbus - Ybus * diagV);

The function returns two matrices, dSbus_dVm & dSbus_dVa, containing the partial derivatives of
the complex bus power injections with respect to voltage magnitude and angle [16].

2.3.7

AC Power Flow using Newton-Raphson Method

In MATPOWER, the AC Power Flow function, (“runpf.m”), executes the above functions to set up the
iterative process of comparing the mismatch power injections of the network. In MATPOWER, a
single generator is chosen as a reference bus to serve as angle reference and real power slack. The
remaining generator buses are classified as PV buses, with the values of |𝑉|, 𝑃 given. Because the
loads are also given in the case data, all non-generator buses are classified as PQ buses, with P and
Q information fully given.

After, the power balance equations are split into its real and reactive components, expressed as
functions of voltage angles, 𝜃 and magnitudes, |𝑉|. Generator injections are assumed constant and
also given. The mismatch equation will look like [16]:

𝑁

∆𝑃𝑖 = −𝑃𝐺 + ∑|𝑉𝑖 ||𝑉𝑘 |(𝐺𝑖𝑘 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑘 sin 𝜃𝑖𝑘 )
𝑖=1
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𝑁

∆𝑄𝑖 = −𝑄𝐺 + ∑|𝑉𝑖 ||𝑉𝑘 |(𝐺𝑖𝑘 sin 𝜃𝑖𝑘 − 𝐵𝑖𝑘 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑘 )
𝑖=1

𝑁 = #𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠, 𝐺𝑖𝑘 = 𝑅𝑒{𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠}, 𝐵𝑖𝑘 = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔{𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠}

Once the mismatch equations are determined, the Jacobian matrix is generated based on the complex
power injections. Next, the linear system 𝐴𝑥 = 𝐵 is solved and iterated until the stopping condition
is met.

The return value of the (“newtonpf.m”) function is a matrix of complex bus voltages.

[V, converged, i] = newtonpf(Ybus, Sbus, V0, ref, pv, pq, mpopt)

2.4 Power Flow on the GPU
In the article, “Performance Comparisons of Parallel Power Flow Solvers on GPU System”, the
authors investigated the performance of the three-different parallel power flow solvers, NewtonRaphson, Gauss-Seidel, and P-Q decoupled solvers using the CUDA IDE. They tested their solvers on
four IEEE standard power systems and one actual running power system from Shangdong Province
as test cases (see Table 1) [17].

Table 1 - Power System Parameters
System

Bus Count

Branch Count
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IEEE9

9

9

IEEE30

30

41

IEEE118

118

186

IEEE300

300

357

Shandong

974

1449

Their results showed that the main computational cost of the Newton-Raphson iteration comes
from two parts – Jacobian matrix calculation and linear equations solving. Similar results will be
seen through the simplified method. The execution times and speedup of the Newton-Raphson
Solver can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2 - Execution Time and Speedup of Newton-Raphson Solver
System

IEEE9

CPU Runtime(s)

0.0015

GPU Runtime (s)

0.0094

Speedup

0.1596
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IEEE30

0.0098

0.0094

1.0426

IEEE118

0.3132

0.1997

1.5684

IEEE300

4.689

2.6848

1.7465

Shandong

583.831

10.881

53.656

It may be easier to see the results if presented in graphical form in figure 12. It can be seen how
execution speedup grows as system size increases. This is due to the overhead costs associated with
transferring data to/from the GPU and CPU. At a lower system size, the latency cost associated with
memory transfer is a larger portion of the total execution time. Whereas most of the execution
time on a large system is computation instead of memory latency.
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Execution Speedup vs Bus Size
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Figure 12 - Speedup Comparison
The authors in the above case operated within the CUDA IDE. This means that they had to program
using C-language. They also had to turn their functions into CUDA Kernels. There is still a
knowledge barrier to entry if the user does not know how to program in C or have the CUDA IDE
installed on their PC. In the next section I will discuss how MATLAB has created an easier way to
develop functions that will run directly on the GPU without having to write the code in CUDA or C.
Everything is done natively within MATLAB.

2.4.1

Simplified Approach in MATLAB using gpuArray

The parallel computing toolbox within MATLAB allows the user to solve computationally and dataintensive problems using multicore processors, GPUs, and computer clusters [3]. The main
advantage discussed in this section will focus on the ability of MATLAB to take advantage of GPU
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computing without explicit CUDA programming or c-mex programming. As a summary, the Parallel
Computing Toolbox allows for:

•

GPU processing for built-in MATLAB functions

•

GPU processing for non-built-in MATLAB functions

•

Parallel task processing

•

Parallel data processing

•

The direct use of CUDA files without c-mex

In this thesis, built-in MATLAB functions as well as, non-built-in MATLAB functions will be utilized to
simplify the MATPOWER power flow solving algorithm. To transfer data from the MATLAB
workspace (on the main memory) to the GPU (device memory), an object, gpuArray, is used.

2.4.1.1

gpuArray

GpuArray is used in MATLAB to copy the numeric array value to the GPU, and returns a gpuArray
object. GpuArrays allow the use of MATLAB’s built-in functions. “gather” is used to retrieve any
data on the GPU to the MATLAB workspace. For example,

%test_gpuArray.m
A = 1:0.01:50000;
A_gpu = gpuArray(A);

%About 5 million elements
%Transfers data to GPU device memory

tic; B = fft(A); toc;
tic; B_gpu = fft(A_gpu); toc;

%FFT on CPU
%FFT on GPU

B_from_gpu = gather(B_gpu);

%return data back to MATLAB workspace
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Running “test_gpuArray.m” will provide the following in the Command Window:

>> test_gpuArray
Elapsed time is 0.298394 seconds.
Elapsed time is 0.003480 seconds.

In this example, with about 5 million pieces of data, the FFT computes on the GPU about 85 times
faster than on the CPU [15]. Looking at the Workspace Data, we can see that the variables on the
main memory are stored as double, while the data on the GPU is stored as gpuArray double.

Figure 13 - Workspace Memory Allocation and Type
The simplicity of just calling a variable a “gpuArray” allows the use of built-in functions. As of
MATLAB R2017b, the following built-in functions are supported with gpuArray objects [21]:
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Figure 14 - A few Built-in Functions for Class gpuArray
The class gpuArray supports many more functions than what was listed, and more are being added
with each iterative release of MATLAB. In the following section, MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm
will be adjusted to reflect to include gpuArrays to execute the same built-in MATLAB functions, but
instead on the GPU.

3

Power Flow Using gpuArray and MATPOWER

3.1 Overview
In this section, the practicality of running power flows in MATLAB through a simplified process of
using MATLAB’s built-in functions through the class object, “gpuArray”. This thesis will investigate
whether speedup is achieved by performing the MATPOWER (“runpf.m”) function on the GPU. The
process of enabling GPU computation of MATPOWER’s functions will be explained in detail.
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3.2 Design Objectives
Development of the simplified power flow algorithm was an iterative process. It was not possible to
simply name all the original variables as gpuArray objects. The GPU does not sort, execute, and store
data the same way the CPU does. The design objectives included end goals and guiding principles.
The simplified algorithm does not directly solve all the goals, but instead provides a platform for
further research.

3.2.1

End Goals

The primary end goal of this thesis is to achieve significant speedup in executing an AC power flow
solver on the GPU. This has been achieved in a CUDA environment, but has yet to be done with the
MATLAB build-in functions (gpuArray). The secondary goal would be to achieve speedup in AC Power
Flow solver using MATPOWER’s algorithm. The motivation behind this goal is to contribute to the
PSERC community in Power Systems. Therefore, if speedup is achieved, researchers within the
community include this thesis work into their topics of study to help move the discussion of HPC in
power systems forward.

3.2.2

Guiding Principles

With these goals in mind, development of the simplified algorithm was guided by three guiding
principles: scalability, flexibility, and minimal memory latency overhead between CPU and GPU. These
principles are certainly not requirements for AC power flow solvers. However, each was chosen
because for this software package (MATPOWER) is already designed to be scalable and flexible. It is
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always important to reduce data transfers between CPU and GPU in any HPC application. The
advantage of leveraging the GPU is gained only once the data has been sent.

The first principle, scalability is important because a simplified power flow solver must work with
various system sizes. This thesis is going to test everything from a 5-bus network, to 13k buses. Based
on the previous research done with GPUs, speedup should be increased as system size increases.

The second principle, flexibility is important regarding high-performance computing setups. The
MATPOWER package is open-source and can run on multiple system setups. The same must remain
true once support for gpuArray is gained by installing the parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB.

The final principle, to minimize memory latency is generally important in all HPC environments
because speedup is only achieved after the memory latency overhead is paid (cost of transferring data
from main memory to GPU memory).

3.3 Network Equations
The network equations are calculated very similar to MATPOWER’s algorithm. The focus here is to
compute the admittance matrix elements in parallel. The built-in support for “sparse matrices” on
the GPU allows the admittance matrix function to run completely on the GPU.

% For each branch, compute
% where:
%
%
| If |
| Yff Yft
%
|
| = |
%
| It |
| Ytf Ytt

the elements of the branch admittance matrix
|
| Vf |
| * |
|
|
| Vt |
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Ytt
Yff
Yft
Ytf

=
=
=
=

gpuArray(Ys + 1j*Bc/2);
gpuArray(Ytt / (tap * conj(tap)));
gpuArray(-Ys / conj(tap));
gpuArray(-Ys / tap);

Yf = sparse(i, [f; t], [Yff; Yft], nl, nb));
Yt = sparse(i, [f; t], [Ytf; Ytt], nl, nb));

Since at least one of the arguments for sparse is of class gpuArray, the entire function is calculated
on the GPU (Yf, Yt). The resulting Ybus matrix is a combination of the connection matrix fro line &
from buses and Yf,Yf matrices.

%% build Ybus
Ybus = Cf' * Yf + Ct' * Yt + ...
sparse(1:nb, 1:nb, Ysh, nb, nb);

%% branch admittances
%% shunt admittance

The admittance matrix will be needed to calculate the complex power matrix; therefore, it will be
left in GPU memory (gather command not called).

3.4 Complex Bus Power Injections, Sbus
The static ZIP model is used, with the focus again on having element-wise operations completed in
parallel. Finally, Sbus equals power injected by generators plus power injected by loads.

Sbusd = Sd.p + Sd.i .* Vm + Sd.z .* Vm.^2;
Sbus = Sbusg - Sbusd;

The complex bus power injection matrix, Sbus is still located in GPU Memory. This data will be
needed in the next step in running the Newton-Raphson function.
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3.5 Jacobian Matrix
The derivative matrices, of our complex power injection matrix is built next. The derivative matrices
are completed in similar fashion as done on the CPU. The challenge here was to identify how the
GPU stores and sorts sparse matrix data. The GPU does not perform well with compressed sparse
row (CSR) memory sorting. This method reduces parallelism and performance. The possibility for
further research in this topic will be discussed in later sections.

The derivative matrices of Sbus with respect to voltage magnitude and angle:

dSbus_dVm = diagV * conj(Ybus * diagVnorm) + conj(diagIbus) * diagVnorm;
dSbus_dVa = 1j * diagV * conj(diagIbus - Ybus * diagV);

The derivative matrices are executed and stored on the GPU eventhough gpuArray was not explicitly
called due to Ybus already being a gpuArray object.

The Jacobian matrix is built using the real and imaginary portions of the derivative matrices.

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝜗
𝐽=
𝜕𝑄
[ 𝜕𝜗

𝜕𝑃
𝜕|𝑉 |
𝜕𝑄
𝜕|𝑉 |]

dSbus_dVa = gather(dSbus_dVa);
dSbus_dVm = gather(dSbus_dVm);
j11
j12
j21
j22

=
=
=
=

real(dSbus_dVa([pv; pq], [pv; pq]));
real(dSbus_dVm([pv; pq], pq));
imag(dSbus_dVa(pq, [pv; pq]));
imag(dSbus_dVm(pq, pq));
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J = [

j11 j12;
j21 j22;

];

The first memory latency pentatly is paid by bringing the derivative matrices back to the MATLAB
workspace using “gather”. This is required because the parallel computing toolbox has limited
support for sparse matrices. Later verison of MATLAB may make this problem obsolete. As a result,
the Jacobian matrix is computed on the CPU and stored in main memory.

3.6 Newton Raphson Method
The Newton-Raphson method starts by building the mismatch equation matrix.

%% evalute F(x)
mis = V .* conj(Ybus * V) - Sbus(Vm);
F = [

real(mis(pv));
real(mis(pq));
imag(mis(pq))

];

After the jacobian matrix is built, this is used in the Newton-Raphson algorithm to compute the
linear algebra equation Fx=0. In this case:

∆𝑥 = −[𝐽−1 ] ∗ 𝐹

Where ∆𝑥 = [

𝜕𝜃
]
𝜕|𝑉|

The updated values for:

𝜃 𝑛+1 = 𝜃 𝑛 + ∆𝜃 and |𝑉|𝑛+1 = |𝑉|𝑛 + ∆|𝑉|

The system is then linearized and solved for the most recent |𝑉|′𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃′𝑠.
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Next, |𝑉|′𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃′𝑠 are updated and finally, the system will check for the stopping condition. If not,
then it would iterate once more.

%% do Newton iterations
while (~converged && i < max_it)
%% update iteration counter
i = i + 1;
%% evaluate Jacobian
[dSbus_dVm, dSbus_dVa] = dSbus_dV_gpu(Ybus, V);
[~, neg_dSd_dVm] = Sbus(Vm);
dSbus_dVm = dSbus_dVm - neg_dSd_dVm;
dSbus_dVa = gather(dSbus_dVa);
dSbus_dVm = gather(dSbus_dVm);
j11
j12
j21
j22

=
=
=
=

J = [

real(dSbus_dVa([pv; pq], [pv; pq]));
real(dSbus_dVm([pv; pq], pq));
imag(dSbus_dVa(pq, [pv; pq]));
imag(dSbus_dVm(pq, pq));
j11 j12;
j21 j22;

];

%% compute update step
dx = -(J \ F);
%% evalute F(x)
mis = V .* conj(Ybus * V) - Sbus(Vm);
F = [

real(mis(pv));
real(mis(pq));
imag(mis(pq))

];

%% check for convergence
normF = norm(F, inf);
if normF < tol
converged = 1;
end

The resulting bus Voltage matrix is ultimately left on the GPU.
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3.7 Implementation
The previous subsections described how MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm can be executed on the
GPU using MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox and built-in functions. The actual implementation of
this program required that all the GPU enabled functions to be re-named, but still executed within
the MATPOWER directory. This allowed the usage for some of the miscellaneous functions and
indexing commands that are baked-in to MATPOWER.

For example, the admittance matrix function, “makeYbus.m” had a CPU executable as well as a GPU
executable named, “makeYbus_gpu.m”. The Simulations to this implementation will be discussed
further in Sections 5 and 6.

4

Data Sources

The data sources used in this thesis were included in the MATPOWER directory. It includes around
40 different cases describing realistic power system networks with differing bus, branch
combinations. The sizes range from 5 buses to 13,659 buses [16].

4.1 MATPOWER Cases
The cases contain struct data with information regarding the MVA base to put the results in perunit. It also contains bus and branch data needed to build the Admittance Matrix. Finally, the bus
and generator data are used in modeling the system loads and building the complex power bus
matrix, Sbus. The gencost matrix contains information regarding the cost function of the network
generators, which is needed for optimal power flow calculations. An example format for a
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MATPOWER case file is in Appendix B. The following cases will be used in the upcoming simulations,
testing scalability in the system.

Table 3 - Network System Data
System

Bus Number

Branch Number

Case 5

5

13

Case 57

57

80

Case 300

300

411

Case 1354

1354

1991

Case 2869

2869

4582

Case 6495

6495

9019

Case 13659

13659

20467
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5

Simulation: MATPOWER Implementation using Built-In MATLAB Functions

Each portion of the power flow algorithm will be simulated and timed in MATLAB separately. This
will allow us to identify bottlenecks as well as ensure that each function will execute on the GPU. It
is important to note that even though there are other simulation software packages that compute
power flows, the intent of this thesis is to provide the simpliest path to HPC. Because MATLAB has
recently developed built-in functions that execute on the GPU, simulation is completed in MATLAB.

5.1 Overview
Each function of the power flow algorithm outlined in section 3 will be executed and timed on the
GPU. If successful, the results will be compared to execution times for the host computer (CPU).
The objective of demonstrating simulations in MATLAB is to verify that the built-in functions will
work, and GPUs can compute power flows in a similar fashion as was done previously.

The process is outlined in chronological order below and each of the steps will be examined in
detail.

•

Determine Bus Types

•

Create Admittance Matrix

•

Build Sbus

•

Build Derivative Matrices, Jacobian Matrix

•

Build Mismatch Equations, F(x)

•

Newton Raphson
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•

Run Power Flow

•

Print results

5.2 Determine Bus Types
These functions are being discussed because the GPU only accepts numerical values and loadcase
presents the data in struct format. The following are the simulated execution times to build the
index lists for each type of bus (ref, PV, PQ).

[REF, PV, PQ] = BUSTYPES(BUS, GEN)

Table 4 - Bus Index Execution Time

Bustypes
Case
5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
0.0031
0.0047
0.6385
0.0031
0.0051
0.5969
0.0031
0.0047
0.6637
0.003
0.0048
0.6298
0.0032
0.0063
0.4996
0.0032
0.0054
0.5953
0.0034
0.0057
0.6004
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Bustype Execution
0.7
0.6

Speedup (s)

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

System Size (items)

Figure 15 - Bus Index Execution Time
The GPU execution time was consistently slower than the CPU time. Also, the system size had no
effect on the execution time for the CPU, but did have an impact on GPU execution time. This is
most likely due to the GPU’s handling of sparse matrices.

5.3 Create Admittance Matrix, Ybus
In this section, the execution times for the network equations and admittance matrix will be
simulated.

[YBUS, YF, YT] = MAKEYBUS(BASEMVA, BUS, BRANCH)
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Table 5 - Admittance Matrix Execution

Ybus
Case

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
0.0062
0.0142
0.4366
0.0064
0.0162
0.3951
0.0069
0.0168
0.4107
0.0075
0.0147
0.5102
0.0092
0.0148
0.6216
0.0115
0.0173
0.6647
0.0215
0.023
0.9348

5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

Speedup (s)

Admittance Matrix Execution
1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

System Size (items)

Figure 16 - Admittance Matrix Execution
The GPU time was again slower than the CPU, but we are starting to see the trend that as the
system size increases, so does speedup.
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5.4 Create Sbus Matrix
Next, the vector of complex bus power injections is built and compared on CPU and GPU.

SBUS = MAKESBUS(BASEMVA, BUS, GEN)

Table 6 - Sbus Matrix Execution

Sbus
Case

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
0.0088
0.009
0.9778
0.0076
0.0092
0.8261
0.0078
0.0095
0.8211
0.0075
0.0109
0.6881
0.0079
0.0104
0.7596
0.0077
0.0099
0.7778
0.008
0.0112
0.7143

5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

Sbus Matrix Execution
1.2000

Speedup (s)

1.0000
0.8000
0.6000
0.4000
0.2000
0.0000
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

System Size (items)

Figure 17 - Complex Bus Power Injections Execution Time
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In this simulation, CPU execution time improved as system size increased. The inverse effect
occurred with GPU execution time. The bottlenecks occurred in executing the sparse matrix
operations (see Fig. 18).

Figure 18 - Profiler Showing Sbus Execution

5.5 Create Jacobian Matrix
First, the derivative matrices must be built. The following are the execution times for those.

[DSBUS_DVM, DSBUS_DVA] = DSBUS_DV(YBUS, V)

Table 7 - Derivative Matrices Execution Times

Derivative Matrices
Case
5

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
0.0024
0.0066
0.3636
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57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

0.0019
0.0018
0.0022
0.0025
0.0034
0.0054

0.0095
0.0077
0.0077
0.0095
0.0103
0.0175

0.2000
0.2338
0.2857
0.2632
0.3301
0.3086

Derivative Matrices Execution
0.4000
0.3500

Speedup (s)

0.3000
0.2500
0.2000
0.1500
0.1000
0.0500
0.0000
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

System Size (items)

Figure 19 - Derivative Matrices Execution Time
Similar trends to the Sbus execution are seen in the derivative matrices execution. The bottlenecks
are in the same areas for both CPU and GPU, but just takes a little longer to execute on the GPU (see
Fig. 20).
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Figure 20 - Profile CPU and GPU Execution Time
The resulting Jacobian matrix is built putting together the real and imaginary parts of the partial
derivative matrices.

j11
j12
j21
j22

=
=
=
=

J = [

real(dSbus_dVa([pv; pq], [pv; pq]));
real(dSbus_dVm([pv; pq], pq));
imag(dSbus_dVa(pq, [pv; pq]));
imag(dSbus_dVm(pq, pq));
j11 j12;
j21 j22;

];

One important thing to point out at this point, is that sparse matrices do not support the function
(“real”) on the GPU

Sparse gpuArrays are not supported for this function.

As a result, the partial derivative matrices must be offloaded from GPU memory to main system
memory. This inherently creates a bottleneck in the system due to the memory latency overhead.
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Table 8 - Gather Derivative Matrices Execution

Gather Derivative Matrices
Case

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
5.65E-04
0.0029
0.1948
7.00E-04
0.0039
0.1795
6.30E-04
0.0038
0.1658
9.04E-04
0.0042
0.2152
0.0015
0.0049
0.3061
0.0027
0.0072
0.3750
0.0053
0.0113
0.4690

5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

Speedup (s)

Gather Derivative Matrices Execution
0.5000
0.4500
0.4000
0.3500
0.3000
0.2500
0.2000
0.1500
0.1000
0.0500
0.0000
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

System Size (items)

Figure 21 - Gather Derivative Matrices
Additional penalty is paid in the form of up to 11.3 ms just because the GPU does not support a
built-in function for sparse matrices. This functionality will most likely be included in future versions
of the parallel computing toolbox.
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5.6 Newton Raphson
The power flow mismatch equation, 𝐹(𝑥) is the next step in the simulation.

%% evaluate F(x)
mis = V .* conj(Ybus_gpu * V) - Sbus_gpu(Vm);
F = [

real(mis([pv; pq]));
imag(mis(pq))
];

Table 9 - Mismatch Power Equation Execution

Mismatch Power Equation
Case
5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
2.00E-03
0.0014
1.4286
1.10E-03
0.0011
1.0000
8.87E-04
0.0011
0.8064
8.87E-04
0.0011
0.8064
9.14E-04
0.0012
0.7617
0.0011
0.0013
0.8462
0.0014
0.0014
1.0000
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Mismatch Power Equation Execution
1.6000
1.4000

Speedup (s)

1.2000
1.0000
0.8000
0.6000
0.4000
0.2000
0.0000
5

2005
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6005

8005

10005
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Figure 22 - Mismatch Power Equation
There are no good indications of speedup in building the mismatch power equations. One could
have expected to see the GPU equations showing an improvement to the CPU.

Determining the update stiep is the next part of Newton-Raphson method.

∆𝑥 = −[𝐽−1 ] ∗ 𝐹(𝑥)

%% compute update step
dx = -(J \ F);

The following table and figure shows how the CPU and GPU executed the update step. The
simulation could only run on up to Case 1354, the GPU would crash with the >2869-bus network.
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Table 10 - Update Step, dx

Update Step, dx
Case

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
5.43E-04
0.0031
0.1752
5.77E-04
0.0046
0.1254
1.40E-03
0.0183
0.0765
4.70E-03
0.6077
0.0077

5
57
300
1354

The backslash operator, mlDivide, pseudo-divide operator is supported on the GPU, but does not
perform well on the GPU. Therefore, the mismatch equation and jacobian matrix will both be
gathered back to main memory and the update step must be completed on the CPU. Here is the
result of computing the update step on the CPU.

F_gpu = gather(F_gpu);
dx_gpu = -(J_gpu \ F_gpu);

Table 11 - Update Step, dX w/ Gather

Update Step, dx w/ Gather
Case
5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
4.40E-04
7.09E-04
0.6206
7.20E-04
8.26E-04
0.8717
1.30E-03
0.0015
0.8667
4.70E-03
0.0051
0.9216
1.14E-02
0.0114
1.0000
0.0247
0.0265
0.9321
0.0523
0.0536
0.9757
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Update Step, dX w/ Gather
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Figure 23 - Update Step, dX w/ Gather
The results look better from an empirical point of view, but the GPU is only contributing to the
memory latency overhead cost of using the gather operator. A better solution would be to research
other ways that the backslash operator can be executed on the GPU and then bring that result into
MATLAB.

5.7 Run Power Flow
With all the components built, it is now possible to run one iteration of the power flow problem.
Both CPU and GPU implementation will converge in the same iterations, therefore the total
convergence time will be considered. This will offer the opportunity to see if speedup is achieved
from running multiple iterations.
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Table 12 - Convergence Time

Power Flow Convergence
Case

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s)
1.00E-02
8.00E-02
0.1250
2.00E-02
2.70E-01
0.0741
5.00E-02
0.14
0.3571
3.00E-02
0.13
0.2308
1.40E-01
0.17
0.8235
0.07
0.21
0.3333
0.35
0.45
0.7778

5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

Power Flow Convergence
0.9000
0.8000

Speedup (s)

0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
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5
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10005
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Figure 24 - Convergence Time
There is a bit of an upward trend in execution time speedup on the GPU as system size increases.
Simulated results for power flow convergence are to be expected based on the results of the earlier
subsections. Speedup was not achieved in any part of the power flow algorithm.
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5.8 Summary
Through simulation, it was proven that majority portions of MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm can
be implemented on the GPU. By executing on the GPU, considerable “slow down” was discovered.
This is due to bottlenecks from memory overhead in transferring data from the main memory to
GPU memory as well as, a tremendous slow-down from the linear algebra operation, (“\”) operator.
The weakest portion of the power flow implementation on the GPU can be found in the NewtonRaphson, where the updated is computed.

In the next section, the algorithm will be further adjusted to make the algorithm more parallel.
This mean consolidating memory accesses, while executing all element-wise operations in one clock
cycle.

6

Simulation: MATPOWER Implementation with Element-wise Operations

6.1 Overview
In section 5, it was proven that portions of MATPOWER’s power flow algorithm can be executed on
the GPU, but at a significant cost to computation time. In this section, the element-wise operations
are going to be explicitly called by creating “arrayfun’s”.

6.2 Arrayfun
Matlab’s parallel computing toolbox contains built-in functionality for arrayfun. The method of a
gpuArray object is very similar in behavior to MATLAB’s traditional arrayfun, except that the actual
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evaluation of the function occurs on the GPU, not on the CPU. This functionality will allow us to run
element-wise MATLAB code on the GPU.

G = 2*ones(4,4,'gpuArray')
H = arrayfun(@myfun, G)

Using arrayfun to a function where any input variables are of type gpuArray, ensures that the
function runs on the GPU.

6.3 Ybus
In creating the admittance matrix. The shunt elements, 𝑌𝑆𝐻 can be built using an element-wise
function.

% vector of shunt admittances,
% shadd.m

element-wise function

function out = shadd(b_g, b_s, baseMVA)
out = (b_g + 1j * b_s) / baseMVA;

Ysh = arrayfun(@shadd, b_g, b_s, baseMVA);

The other element-wise operations within the makeYbus function can be converted through
arrayfun.
% Element-wise function to calculate Ybus
% myYmatrix.m
function [Ytt, Yff, Yft, Ytf] = myYmatrix(Ys,tap,Bc)
Ytt
Yff
Yft
Ytf

=
=
=
=

Ys + 1j*Bc/2;
Ytt / (tap * conj(tap));
- Ys / conj(tap);
- Ys / tap;
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The results from implementing arrayfun into the function creating the admittance matrices are:

Table 13 - Admittance Matrix w/ arrayfun Impact

Ybus
Case

CPU Time (s)
5.70E-03
5.60E-03
6.30E-03
7.10E-03
8.90E-03
0.0107
0.0203

5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

GPU Time (s)
3.20E-02
1.58E-02
0.0207
0.0316
0.0225
0.0186
0.0229

Speedup (s) % Change
0.1781
-59.20%
0.3544
-10.28%
0.3043
-25.90%
0.2247
-55.96%
0.3956
-36.37%
0.5753
-13.46%
0.8865
-5.17%

Ybus Impact using Arrayfun
0.00%
5

2005

4005

6005

8005

10005

12005

-10.00%

Speedup (s)

-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
-50.00%
-60.00%
-70.00%

System Size (items)

Figure 25 - Admittance Matrix w/ arrayfun Impact
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Implementing arrayfun has a negative effect on execution time on the GPU. Although the decline
has a positive trend such that if the system size were large enough, arrayfun may have a positive
implact on execution speed. A possible reason for this result could be do to the extra time it takes
to call a function in MATLAB. Additional latency overhead is needed with arrayfun.

6.4 Sbus
The ZIP load equation can be implemented using arrayfun.

Sbusd = Sd.p + Sd.i .* Vm + Sd.z .* Vm.^2;

Becomes
Sbusd = arrayfun(@Szip, Sd.p, Sd.i, Sd.z, Vm);

Where,
function out = Szip(Sd_p,Sd_i,Sd_z, Vm)
out = Sd_p + Sd_i * Vm + Sd_z * Vm^2;

The resulting impact that arrayfun has on the complex power bus function is

Table 14 - Sbus with Arrayfun Impacts

Sbus
Case
5
57
300
1354
2869
6495
13659

CPU Time (s) GPU Time (s) Speedup (s) % Change
7.60E-03
8.70E-03
0.8736
-10.66%
7.40E-03
9.00E-03
0.8222
-0.47%
7.50E-03
0.0092
0.8152
-0.71%
7.40E-03
0.0106
0.6981
1.46%
9.00E-03
0.0109
0.8257
8.70%
0.0078
0.0096
0.8125
4.46%
0.0078
0.0102
0.7647
7.06%
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Sbus Impact using Arrayfun
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Figure 26 - Sbus with Arrayfun Impacts
Arrayfun has a larger impact when computing the element-wise operations of the static ZIP loads.
Speedup is achieved (vs section 5 simulations) as the system size increases.

6.5 Power Flow
The derivative matrices and resulting jacobian do not contain element-wise operations, therefore
arrayfun cannot be implemented in that part. The mismatch equation, F(x), does contain elementwise operations, however arrayfun does not support indexing.

Error using gpuArray/arrayfun
Indexing is not supported.
The remainder of the power flow algorithm has not changed since the implementation in section 5.
As a result, one can infer that the overall improvement to utilizing the algorithm, with arrayfunimplentation will match like the results published in Table 14.
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6.6 Summary
The implementation of arrayfun, replacing the element-wise operations with additional functions,
resulted in negative change to speedup at small system sizes, but did provide marginal speedup
improvement as the system size increased. Additional speedup could have been achieved if
gpuArray in arrayfun supported indexing, which may be implanted in future updates to the parallel
computing toolbox.

7

Conclusion

7.1 Answers to Research Questions
In Section 1.2, four research questions were posed. They were as follows:

Can HPC Technology be utilized with MATPOWER to model real-world networks?
Can speedup be achieved using a simplified approach in MATLAB?
Where are the bottlenecks in the system?
How is the GPU being utilized?

Answers to these questions were answered over the literature review and through simulations in
MATLAB. A simplified implementation in MATLAB using MATPOWER’s algorithm was tested.

Can HPC Technology be utilized with MATPOWER to model real-world networks?
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The parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB allows for the implementation of HPC technology through
various means. One can use the build-it functions supported with gpuArrays, as well as call multiple
CPU processors (workers) or GPU devices. The majority of the MATPOWER algorithm, running realistic
cases was executed on the GPU, with the limitations being primarily in MATLAB’s support for gpuArray
functionality. The final verdict is that HPC technology can be utilized in MATPOWER to run realistic
case studies.

Can speedup be achieved using a simplified approach in MATLAB?
It was shown in Sections 5 and 6 that running MATPOWER’s Newton-Raphson power flow algorithm
through gpuArrays on the GPU does not provide any beneficial speedup than if implemented on the
CPU. On average, CPU execution times were one-third of what was achieved on the GPU.

Where are the bottlenecks in the system?
The bottlenecks in the system are due to the inherent sparse nature of the power flow matrices.
Sparse matrices are not fully supported on the GPU through the parallel computing toolbox. This
bottleneck could be reduced by leveraging external CUDA kernels and importing those functions into
MATLAB.

Another large bottleneck was identified in the linear system solving component of the (“\”) operator.
This operation was executed almost 1000 times slower on the GPU than on the CPU. Importing
external linear solvers into MATLAB that are specialized in solving these types of systems on the GPU
would reduce the impact of this bottleneck.

How is the GPU being utilized?
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The lack of any speedup in the algorithm suggests that the parallelism of the GPU is not being utilized
very well. Granted, power flow solvers are inherently serial processes in nature, but the impact of
GPU execution was so much worse than what was hypothesized. Future research in memory profiling
on the GPU may uncover why the GPU utilization is low.

7.2 Contributions Made
In this thesis, a simplified approach to implementing HPC techniques on power flows was presented.
Other researchers implemented HPC in power flow, but required vast knowledge in high-level
programming languages and CUDA. The intent of this thesis is to provide an easy-to-use method to
the power systems community by building the simplified approach into a pre-existing tool that is
already being used throughout the world for research.

The parallel computing toolbox is new to the community and therefore, no implementation of
gpuArrays in power system was found to be researched. Although, speedup was not achieved in my
implementation, it was proven that this technology is possible and can only be improved through
updates in the algorithms and the parallel computing toolbox.

My hope is that the power systems community will build upon this thesis work and one day the
possibility of offering a HPC option in MATPOWER.
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7.3 Future Work
The simplified approach used in this thesis was more of a proof of concept than anything else. It can
be used as a platform for future improvement to the algorithm and/or import other HPC techniques
into MATLAB. The following areas can be researched to improve upon the work done in this thesis.

7.3.1

Sparse Matrix Manipulation

The GPU does not sort and store sparse data the same way that the CPU does. Because of this, the
GPU has a hard time computing with sparse matrices due to having to re-shuffle the data to suit it’s
needs. Future researchers could develop a technique to store sparse data on the GPU in a way that
helps improve its efficiency.

7.3.2

Importing CUDA Kernels into MATLAB

With a few extra lines of code, the parallel computing toolbox can import pre-existing CUDA kernels,
written in CUDA directly into MATLAB. CUDA inherently runs better on Nvidia GPUs than going
through the middle man of MATLAB to run code. If the functions were written directly in CUDA (like
how the authors did in [17]), the optimized kernels could be imported into MATLAB.
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Appendix A: Benchmarking A\b on the GPU [3]
%% Benchmarking A\b on the GPU
%
%
%

Modified MathWorks' "paralleldemo_gpu_backslash" example to reflect
a change in how the N x N "A" matrix is determined and to show only
double-precision results.

%
%
%
%

Mathworks' original "paralleldemo_gpu_backslash" example can be found
in the parallel computing toolbox or at
https://www.mathworks.com/help/distcomp/examples/...
benchmarking-a-b-on-the-gpu.html

%%
% The code shown in this example can be found in this function:
function results = paralleldemo_gpu_backslash(maxMemory)
%%
% It is important to choose the appropriate matrix size for the
% computations. We can do this by specifying the amount of system memory
% in GB available to the CPU and the GPU. The default value is based only
% on the amount of memory available on the GPU, and you can specify a
value
% that is appropriate for your system.
if nargin == 0
g = gpuDevice;
maxMemory = 0.4*g.AvailableMemory/1024^3;
end
%% The Benchmarking Function
% We want to benchmark matrix left division (\), and not the cost of
% transferring data between the CPU and GPU, the time it takes to create a
% matrix, or other parameters. We therefore separate the data generation
% from the solving of the linear system, and measure only the time it
% takes to do the latter.
function [A, b] = getData(n, clz)
fprintf('Creating a matrix of size %d-by-%d.\n', n, n);
A = rand(n, n, clz) * eye(n, n, clz);
b = rand(n, 1, clz);
end
function time = timeSolve(A, b, waitFcn)
tic;
x = - (A \ b); % We don't need the value of x.
waitFcn(); % Wait for operation to complete.
time = toc;
end
%% Choosing Problem Size
% As with a great number of other parallel algorithms, the performance of
% solving a linear system in parallel depends greatly on the matrix size.
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% Benchmarking A\b>, we compare the performance of the algorithm for
% different matrix sizes.
% Declare the matrix sizes to be a multiple of 1024.
maxSizeDouble = floor(sqrt(maxMemory*1024^3/8));
step = 1024;
if maxSizeDouble/step >= 10
step = step*floor(maxSizeDouble/(5*step));
end
sizeDouble = 1024:step:maxSizeDouble;

%% Comparing Performance: Gigaflops
% We use the number of floating point operations per second as our measure
% of performance because that allows us to compare the performance of the
% algorithm for different matrix sizes.
%
% Given a matrix size, the benchmarking function creates the matrix |A|
and
% the right-hand side |b| once, and then solves |A\b| a few times to get
% an accurate measure of the time it takes. We use the floating point
% operations count of the HPC Challenge, so that for an n-by-n matrix, we
% count the floating point operations as |2/3*n^3 + 3/2*n^2|.
%
% The function is passed in a handle to a 'wait' function. On the CPU,
this
% function does nothing. On the GPU, this function waits for all pending
% operations to complete. Waiting in this way ensures accurate timing.
function gflops = benchFcn(A, b, waitFcn)
numReps = 3;
time = inf;
% We solve the linear system a few times and calculate the Gigaflops
% based on the best time.
for itr = 1:numReps
tcurr = timeSolve(A, b, waitFcn);
time = min(tcurr, time);
end
% Measure the overhead introduced by calling the wait function.
tover = inf;
for itr = 1:numReps
tic;
waitFcn();
tcurr = toc;
tover = min(tcurr, tover);
end
% Remove the overhead from the measured time. Don't allow the time to
% become negative.
time = max(time - tover, 0);
n = size(A, 1);
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flop = 2/3*n^3 + 3/2*n^2;
gflops = flop/time/1e9;
end
% The CPU doesn't need to wait: this function handle is a placeholder.
function waitForCpu()
end
% On the GPU, to ensure accurate timing, we need to wait for the device
% to finish all pending operations.
function waitForGpu(theDevice)
wait(theDevice);
end
%% Executing the Benchmarks
% Having done all the setup, it is straightforward to execute the
% benchmarks. However, the computations can take a long time to complete,
% so we print some intermediate status information as we complete the
% benchmarking for each matrix size. We also encapsulate the loop over
% all the matrix sizes in a function, to benchmark the double-precision
% computations.
function [gflopsCPU, gflopsGPU] = executeBenchmarks(clz, sizes)
fprintf(['Starting benchmarks with %d different %s-precision ' ...
'matrices of sizes\nranging from %d-by-%d to %d-by-%d.\n'], ...
length(sizes), clz, sizes(1), sizes(1), sizes(end), ...
sizes(end));
gflopsGPU = zeros(size(sizes));
gflopsCPU = zeros(size(sizes));
gd = gpuDevice;
for i = 1:length(sizes)
n = sizes(i);
[A, b] = getData(n, clz);
gflopsCPU(i) = benchFcn(A, b, @waitForCpu);
fprintf('Gigaflops on CPU: %f\n', gflopsCPU(i));
A = gpuArray(A);
b = gpuArray(b);
gflopsGPU(i) = benchFcn(A, b, @() waitForGpu(gd));
fprintf('Gigaflops on GPU: %f\n', gflopsGPU(i));
end
end
%%
% % We then execute the benchmarks in double precision.
[cpu, gpu] = executeBenchmarks('double', sizeDouble);
results.sizeDouble = sizeDouble;
results.gflopsDoubleCPU = cpu;
results.gflopsDoubleGPU = gpu;
%% Plotting the Performance
% We can now plot the results, and compare the performance on the CPU and
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% the GPU.
fig = figure;
ax = axes('parent', fig);
plot(ax, results.sizeDouble, results.gflopsDoubleGPU, '-x', ...
results.sizeDouble, results.gflopsDoubleCPU, '-o')
legend('GPU', 'CPU', 'Location', 'NorthWest');
grid on;
title(ax, 'Double-precision performance')
ylabel(ax, 'Gigaflops');
xlabel(ax, 'Matrix size');
drawnow;
%% Finally, we look at the speedup of the backslash operator when
comparing
% the GPU to the CPU.
speedupDouble = results.gflopsDoubleGPU./results.gflopsDoubleCPU;
fig = figure;
ax = axes('parent', fig);
plot(ax, results.sizeDouble, speedupDouble, '-*')
grid on;
legend('Double-precision', 'Location', 'SouthEast');
title(ax, 'Speedup of computations on GPU compared to CPU');
ylabel(ax, 'Speedup');
xlabel(ax, 'Matrix size');
drawnow;

end
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Appendix B: MATPOWER Case Example Initialization
function mpc = case5
%CASE5 Power flow data for modified 5 bus, 5 gen case based on PJM 5-bus
system
%
%
%
Based on data from ...
%
F.Li and R.Bo, "Small Test Systems for Power System Economic
Studies",
%
Proceedings of the 2010 IEEE Power & Energy Society General Meeting
%
%

Created by Rui Bo in 2006, modified in 2010, 2014.
Distributed with permission.

%

MATPOWER

%% MATPOWER Case Format : Version 2
mpc.version = '2';
%%----- Power Flow Data
%% system MVA base
mpc.baseMVA = 100;
%% bus data
%
bus_i
Vmin
mpc.bus = [
1
2
2
1
3
2
4
3
5
2
];

type
0
300
300
400
0

Pd
0
0
98.61
98.61
131.47
0
0

-----%%

Qd

Gs

Bs

area

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
0

%% generator data
%
bus Pg Qg Qmax
Qmin
Vg
Pc2 Qc1min Qc1max Qc2min Qc2max
apf
mpc.gen = [
1
40 0
30 -30 1
100 1
0
0
0;
1
170 0
127.5
-127.5 1
0
0
0
0
0;
3
323.49 0
390 -390
1
0
0
0
0
0;
4
0
0
150 -150
1
100
0
0
0
0;
5
466.51 0
450 -450
1
0
0
0
0
0;

230
0
0
0
230

Vm

Va

baseKV

1
230
230
230
1

1.1
1
1
1
1.1

0.9;
1.1 0.9;
1.1 0.9;
1.1 0.9;
0.9;

zone

Vmax

mBase
status Pmax
Pmin
Pc1
ramp_agc
ramp_10 ramp_30 ramp_q
40

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100 1

170 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100 1

520 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

600 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

200 0

100 1
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];
%% branch data
%
fbus
tbus
r
x
status angmin angmax
mpc.branch = [
1
2
0.00281 0.0281
1
4
0.00304 0.0304
1
5
0.00064 0.0064
2
3
0.00108 0.0108
3
4
0.00297 0.0297
4
5
0.00297 0.0297
];
%%----- OPF Data -----%%
%% generator cost data
%
1
startup shutdown
%
2
startup shutdown
mpc.gencost = [
2
0
0
2
14 0;
2
0
0
2
15 0;
2
0
0
2
30 0;
2
0
0
2
40 0;
2
0
0
2
10 0;
];

b

rateA

0.00712
0.00658
0.03126
0.01852
0.00674
0.00674

n
n

400
0
0
0
0
240

x1 y1
c(n-1)

rateB

rateC

ratio

400
0
0
0
0
240

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

400
0
0
0
0
240

... xn
... c0

yn

0
0
0
0
0
0

angle

-360
-360
-360
-360
-360
-360

360;
360;
360;
360;
360;
360;
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Appendix C: GPU Performance Details: GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
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